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Are programs, services, and staff aligned around 
a shared vision of the future? Do government 
leaders have a clear strategy for delivering cost-
effective services for citizens and other 
stakeholders, and is that strategy communicated 
with clarity, both internally and externally? Do 
you have a disciplined way of choosing priorities 
among competing programs and services, under 
tighter and more stringent budgets? How are you 
keeping score and communicating progress 
toward the vision? 

If you need to make hard choices among 
competing programs and services for tight 
budget dollars, if you are looking to increase 
program and service effectiveness and improve 
operational efficiency and performance, and if 
you need to become a more strategy focused 
organization then a balanced scorecard may be 
the best planning and management framework 
for your organization. 

This article describes how to build a strategy-
based balanced scorecard system, and shares 
some lessons learned from developing strategy-
based scorecard systems in dozens of 
government and nonprofit organizations in 22 
countries and from training over 5000 people 
from 150 organizations.  

“Balanced scorecard” means different things to 
different people. Balanced scorecards have 
evolved over the past decade from dashboard 
systems that simply measure financial and non-
financial performance, to holistic, strategic 
planning and management systems that help 
organization’s plan strategically and manage and 
track strategy execution. Strategy-based 
balanced scorecards align the work people do 
with organization mission, vision and strategy, 

and communicate strategic intent internally to 
employees and externally to stakeholders. In 
strategy-based scorecards, performance 
measures are one of several key components of 
the management system, and performance 
measures are used to better inform decision 
making at all organization levels. But “What 
measures should we use?” is not the first 
question……the first question is the vision question: 
“What are we trying to accomplish?”, and the 
second question is the strategy question: “Are we 
doing the right things?”… operational questions 
(e.g., “Are we doing things right?”) come third.  

Performance measure scorecards provide little 
value, as most organizations just take the easy 
way out by tracking their current (mostly 
operational) performance measures and 
populate a dashboard for executives and 
managers. Not much strategic thinking or 
monitoring there. 

There is a lot of value in building a strategic 
scorecard system that engages employees in 
strategic thinking and managing and measuring 
strategy execution. Strategy-based scorecard 
systems are widely used worldwide to 
communicate an organization’s shared vision to 
everyone, improve alignment, focus on what 
matters the most, drive budget formulation, and 
improve program and service tracking. These 
scorecard systems are used at country, state, 
agency, ministry, and municipal government 
levels.
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A strategic scorecard system is built around organization strategic objectives critical for creating value for 
citizens and other stakeholders, around programs and services that make the objectives actionable, and 
around the value creation chain (called a strategy map) that defines what must be done to be successful. 
Good scorecards focus on outcome and output performance measures that provide real business 
intelligence and contribute to the achievement of operational excellence, employee excellence, and 
government organization success. Starting with a strategic view of how the organization creates value for 
citizens and stakeholders, the scorecard system links strategy to what must be done operationally to be 
successful. 

The logic of building a scorecard system and using the system as the organization strategic planning 
framework is shown in the figure below. Starting with an understanding of citizen and stakeholder needs, 
the strategic components of the scorecard system are developed and validated. The components include 
mission, vision, core values, strategic perspectives (i.e., performance dimensions), strategic themes and 
results, strategic objectives, an organization-wide strategy map, performance measures and targets, and 
strategic initiatives. Programs and services are then linked to strategy and a strategic budget is 
formulated. Operational and program plans, usually annually, follow. Organization alignment comes from 
linking the components in an orderly fashion and communicating the organization’s story of how value is 
created for stakeholders. 

 

How does one go about developing such a scorecard system? We developed the Balanced Scorecard 
Nine-Step to Success™ framework shown in the figure below, to build and implement strategy-based 
scorecard systems. Separate versions of the framework are available for business and industry, non-profit, 
and public sector organizations for government organizations.  

The first phase of building a scorecard system includes six steps. Starting with step one, Organization 
Assessment, organization pains, enablers and values are developed, change management and scorecard 
development plans are prepared, and mission and vision are validated. In step two, Strategy, the customer 
and stakeholder value propositions are defined and used to create the organization’s strategy (strategic 
themes and results). Strategic Objectives (the DNA building blocks of strategies) are developed in step 
three, and, in step four, Strategy Maps are created that show the causal relationships among the 
objectives leading to customer value. Step five, Performance Measures and Targets, produces critical 
strategic measures and targets that provide information to track strategy execution. The building process 
ends with step six, identification of new Strategic Initiatives, or projects, that form the basis for successful 
strategy execution and close any performance gaps identified in the Strategic Objectives and Strategy 
Mapping steps. 
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The second phase of scorecard system development starts with step seven, Automation. In step seven, 
performance data is turned into vital information and business intelligence to better inform decision 
making and to communicate strategic progress throughout the organization. In step eight, Cascading, the 
organization-wide scorecard is migrated to business units (e.g., departments or divisions) and support 
units (e.g., IT or HR), to translate corporate vision and strategy into operational terms. Scorecards can then 
be cascaded to teams and individuals to align day-to-day work with strategy and vision. Step nine, 
Evaluation, completes the cycle with a review and assessment of the strategic scorecard system, to 
understand strategy results against expectations and make any necessary changes in the organization’s 
strategy. Just like the organization, the scorecard system is dynamic, not static, and changes in strategy 
and measures are common as performance data is transformed into information, and then turned into 
useable  business intelligence. 

In a strategy-based scorecard system, strategy is analyzed through four performance dimensions, called 
perspectives: financial/stewardship, customer/stakeholder, business process, and organization capacity. 
Strategy is the common thread through the management system and forms the basis for communicating 
the organization’s approach for improving mission effectiveness for customers and stakeholders. The 
finished strategy-based balanced scorecard system translates customer needs, mission, and values into 
organization goals, strategy, objectives, performance measures, and new initiatives. The figure below 
shows a completed scorecard for a municipal government. 
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Deciding to develop and use a balanced scorecard strategic management system is the start of a new 
journey for an organization. The operative word here is “journey”, as building a scorecard system is not a 
project or an activity with a finite lifetime. Committing to a scorecard system is committing to continuous 
improvement and represents a significant culture change for most organizations. A scorecard journey is a 
quest for high-performance, a focus on results, an increase in group and individual accountability, and an 
embracing of organizational change. A scorecard system impacts everyone in an organization, not just 
executives and managers. Building and deploying a strategy-based scorecard system is more about 
changing hearts and minds than it is about measurement and data collection and software. 

Building a scorecard system, the right way is a process of discovery, and involves critical thinking about an 
organization’s shared vision, competencies, customers and their needs, competitors, employees, strategy, 
and expectations. It takes 2 - 3 months to build a scorecard system, depending on the size of the 
organization. Employees at all levels of the organizing are engaged as part of the cross-functional team 
process used to build the system. Is it worth it? Research suggests that it is indeed worth managing to 
performance and becoming more strategy focused on performance and results. The organizations using 
balanced scorecard systems comprise a “Who’s Who” of international business, commerce, government, 
and non-profit organizations. 

What are you using to measure, monitor, and communicate your organization’s vision and goals, and 
make your business strategies actionable throughout your government organization? 

Is it working? 
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